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A Woman's View – new magazine by and for women
in the prison system
●
●
●
●
●

Written by women for women in the criminal justice system
Dedicated to our solicitors, advocates, families, friends and supporters
80% of women in prison have a mental health issue
Women need advocates for rehabilitation and reintegration if cycle of offence and
incarceration is to be ended
International Women’s Day is Sunday 8 March – all women need to be supported
#EachForEqual

What would you do if a woman in your life received a custodial sentence? Help her and yourself to
demystify the complex English criminal justice system with a new magazine - specifically for women
prisoners and their supporters.

Prison Law solicitors Reece Thomas Watson and the editorial board of The View Magazine have
announced the publication of The View - a magazine devoted to women in prison and everyone
affected by the criminal justice system.
The View is the only magazine of its kind in the UK containing content written by women prisoners
and those on license in the community (with contributions from their families, lawyers and
supporters). The magazine will be distributed at no charge to serving women prisoners.
It is supported by leading prison law firm, Reece Thomas Watson as well as many of the leading legal
chambers and criminal law firms in England including Courtenay Griffiths QC.
The View contains heartfelt content, including poems, prose and the artwork of some 40 women
prisoners. The launch issue focuses on issues of unlawful detention following recall and ongoing IPP
(Indeterminate Public Protection). Featured in The View is a 'solutions-led' content by leading
advocates, providing vital legal information to prisoners and their supporters, such as how to access
the finest legal help and charitable resources.
The magazine has a human-rights based approach to how women should be treated in English
prisons. Included are case studies showing where HM Government and its agencies are failing. For
women finding themselves trapped in the criminal justice system; The View offers them new 'selfsoothing' techniques, including meditation, 'self-grounding', mindfulness, writing and art therapy.
This innovative approach will enable such women to get through imprisonment, probation and
parole, armed with a knowledge of their rights and responsibilities. This will lead to fewer difficult
times within the prison environment and more chance of successful reintegration.
“The View is an essential and beautifully produced toolkit for women prisoners to survive prison and
come out unbroken. I am proud to support this venture and I believe it will equip women and the
larger public to become more informed about the state of the women's estate and the issues such as
being hundreds of miles from their children and families that women prisoners endure," says
Baroness Uddin, the magazine's Patron.
“Women in prison are uniquely powerless because they are detained in places that are largely
designed and controlled by men. The View is a great idea, it advocates for women in prison and will
be a force for positive change to bring prisoners and those who run them together through
creativity.” – Ian Acheson, former prison governor and Government Terrorism Expert
Features and benefits of The View Magazine include.
● Uncensored content by and for women prisoners shining a light on treatment and conditions
in women's prisons
● All content submitted by serving prisoners is paid for, and available to the prisoner to spend
upon release for resettlement purposes
● Insights into policy and guidelines that should be followed while a woman is imprisoned and
commentary and advocacy by leading crime, public law and human rights advocates
The View Magazine will be available from 8 March 2020, at £4.95 per copy plus P&P or £20 per year
for 4 copies. For more information on The View, visit www.theviewmag.org.uk

About
About The View Magazine: an editorial committee that includes the finest broadsheet journalists
and the top human rights barrister (QC) in England, with substantial lived experience inclusion, The
View is published 4 times a year, and is a 64 page full colour A4 magazine. It is printed on responsibly
sourced, recyclable paper and uses only non toxic inks. With a print run of 6 000 (reach approx 25
000) the magazine is distributed in all English women's prisons at no charge to the women and is
also available in bookshops and newsagents across England. It is also available by subscription.
Assets
Folder containing the Winter issue of the magazine, artwork, a video explaining the magazine, and
an interview is available here - http://bit.ly/TheViewPR
Contact
Clare Simms Editor
The View Magazine
email - hello@theviewmag.org.uk
Francesca Baker – press
Telephone 07877461555 email - fbaker@live.co.uk

